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The former Moorings Social Club will be refurbished and open again
to the public in 2021, alongside new spaces in Byron Close arches
and the surrounding landscape. We’ve been working with and
listening to many residents, new and old, but we also want to hear
from you. There are still opportunities to be involved in decision
making, from how it might look to how it could run, to what might
happen there. Work is progressing during the Covid-19 pandemic,
we wanted to get in touch to let you know where we’re up to, and
what we can look forward to on the other side of this, whenever that
might be.

What we have done
Early in 2018, Peabody applied for funding from the Mayor
of London’s Good Growth Fund following conversations
with you about what you feel is missing in The Moorings
and what could be improved. More than 80 residents,
businesses and community groups supported us in our
successful bid which secured £1.15m from the Mayor of
London with Peabody contributing a further £1m.
Up until March, when the world ground to a halt, we were
continuing to meet with local community groups to share
updates and get them involved. We planted spring bulbs at
the March drop in session and continued our work with the
newly formed resident’s group; who have been feeding
back on design development and proposals, involved in the
co-design process to the Moorings Neighbourhood Forum.
We’ve continued to work with a group of young people
from Woolwich Polytechnic Boys School – who have
named themselves YADIG? ( The Moorings Young Adults
Development Ideas Group). All of this engagement work
has been put on hold for the foreseeable future but we’ve

Testing signage on the former Moorings Social Club.

all been busy behind the scenes, and are missing our
Thamesmead friends. The architects have been preparing
drawings to meet a formal milestone in the design process,
known as Stage 3 – which lays out structural changes and
suggested use: imagine shaking the building upside down
– everything that’s fixed and doesn’t move gets outlined in
these drawings. This then leads us to Stage 4, which is the
set of drawings that can be sent to a contractor to do the
work – there will still be many decisions to be made following
this. The co-design team have produced a series of drawings
with all relevant information, that are user friendly to the
non-architect, but don’t censor any information. If anyone
would like to access the full Stage 3 pack, please do let us
know and we can share this with you.
Where possible we think it’s important to try and stick to
the programme, as the community will need these new
spaces more than ever on the other side of these worrying
and unknown times. We’re thinking about new ways of
communicating with the community, to keep the
conversation going and to keep sharing information, and
thought we’d outline where we’re up to, and where you can
still be involved when we can all be in the same room
together. Creative elements, making and doing – working
with our lead artist Verity-Jane Keefe to develop pieces

that will be unique to the Moorings, as we think it’s such a
brilliant place, and we want to make the spaces reflect that.
The hoarding, which is a new artwork made by Verity is
ready to be installed as soon as we can safely do so.
The Byron Close Landscape component is on pause with
some design development happening in the background,
in response to a series of parking workshops that we’ve
held – again, this is really important and we want to get it
right. One outcome from these sessions was that we’d
heard from so many residents, that a quick win would be
to open up Arch 12 as a temporary car park, which has led
to it being opened up for exactly that!
We’ll keep updating you with these digital bulletins until
we’re able to be back on site.
So for now take care and stay safe,
The Your Moorings Team

Arch 12, newly reopened as a temporary car park in
response to what we’ve heard from residents.

Where we are at
Since the delivery of our last pamphlet we have been
working hard to ensure the conversations we have had
are reflected in the current proposals. We wanted to
share an updated version of a drawing of the building
showing the decisions we’ve already made, and where
there is still space for residents to be involved in the
decision making process, ranging from signage and
outdoor furniture to more creative pieces with our lead
artist including a set of room dividing curtains.

New decorative security
shutters – pattern to be
developed.

A new stage with storage –
somewhere to perform with
ample space to store
everything that’s needed to
run a community space!

Hopefully, something for us all to look forward to on the
other side of these challenging times. We’ll keep you up
to date, and will update our Facebook page, so give it a
like if you like.

A new healthy and affordable
cafe. Who runs it and what it
looks like to be developed.

New roof to keep the space
nice and dry.

Corner of things – books to
read, games to play, toys to
use. All to be decided.

Space for individual and
group working for all ages.

New roof lights to ensure the
cafe isn’t too hot.

Outdoor furniture for people
to enjoy the terrace – where
does this go and what does it
look like?

What happens inside the
spaces and how it is run – to
be developed with you, the
community and Peabody.

SIGNA GE AS AN ARTWO RK

A number of external spaces
for public use – somewhere
with planters to sit and read
or stargaze – all to be
decided.

Alcove Museum – people
don’t want to forget the
history of the social club, so a
museum full of objects and
material from the past,
present and potential future
will be developed.

A new, generous lift will be
fitted to ensure the building is
fully accessible to everyone.

A new Moorings floor tile, to
fill the gaps where the
original quarry tiles have
been damaged.

Three decorative curtains to
divide the Great Hall – what
these look like to be
developed.
What has been decided (in pink)
Where can you still be involved (in brown)

A new, bright, open entrance
onto the square, extending
the parade of shops.
An IT suite with computers
managed by Peabody.
A digital external noticeboard

A new Moorings wall tile, to
fill the gaps where the
original parquet tiles have
been damaged.

SIGN

The former nursery will now
be used as Peabody’s socioeconomic team offices.

Signage – across the
building. What it looks like a
what it says to be decided.
Some might be artwork.

Who

When

If you see any of us around please stop and talk to us about the progress of the project.

Stephen Mooring
Advisor/original
architect of Moorings

Verity-Jane Keefe
Artist on design team,
co-design lead

Daisy Froud
Co-design facilitator

Josh Mallins
Co-design assistant

Mia Frostner
Europa, graphic
designers

Now

Public meetings and workshops
paused during Covid -19 pandemic.

We’ve got a lot of exciting ideas for workshops and
engagement, that were going to begin over the Spring.
We’re still looking forward to doing these, we’re just not
sure when this will be! For now, here’s an idea of what
kind of things we’ll be doing:
– Pattern making workshop for new bespoke curtains for
dividing the Great Hall with Verity-Jane Keefe, our lead
artist – family friendly and a chance to get your hands
messy.

Tim Rettler
Greater London
Authority

– Signage workshops for all ages with Verity-Jane Keefe
and Europa, project graphic designers, to help shape
the design of some of the signs.
– The Alcove Museum workshops with Verity-Jane Keefe,
to help chose what should go in it to represent
Thamesmead Stage 3!

James Soane
Project Orange,
architects

Dawa Pratten
Project Orange,
architects

Phil Askew
Director Landscape
and Placemaking

Kate Batchelor
Senior Regeneration
Manager

Gez Kellaghan
Community
Regeneration Manager

– Workshops with Europa and Verity-Jane Keefe to help
develop shapes and design for new bespoke security
screens.

Rachel Wicks
Community
Regeneration Officer

– Governance workshops with Peabody and others to
explore how the former social club will be run.
– Planting sessions for the green fingered amongst you,
come and help us plant the terraces.

Then
Sarah-Jane Day
Thamesmead
Information Manager

Kelly Sullivan
Resident Involvement
Officer

Michelle Carter
Neighbourhood
Manager

Fiona Hamilton
Communities
Facilities Manager

Your Moorings

Byron Close, the landscape part of the Your Moorings project

– A name! What will the former social club be called?
Public workshops for all ages to help decide this.

The former Moorings Social Club, Arnott Close

Contact

This pamphlet will evolve with the project, developing and sharing a new
visual identity for the spaces and The Moorings area. We want to be
as transparent as possible, and welcome feedback. This is the fourth
pamphlet that will be delivered to you at different moments within the
project, sharing updates on what has happened, what will be happening
and when, how you can be involved, opportunities all the way through
to details on the opening. There will also be posters, Peabody’s usual
channels and more. Keep your eyes peeled!

Kate Batchelor
Email
kate.batchelor @ peabody.org.uk
Telephone 020 3828 4450
Mobile 	
07725 648196

The Good Growth Fund is the Mayor of London’s regeneration
programme from 2017–18 to 2020 –21, delivered through the London
Economic Action Partnership (LEAP). The Good Growth Fund has
been designed to support three strategic themes: Empowering People,
Making Better Places and Growing Prosperity, encouraging crosscutting proposals that help to secure long-term social, environmental
and economic sustainability.

Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
Web

Verity-Jane Keefe
Email
hello @ verityjanekeefe.co.uk
Text
07817 302637
YourMoorings
@ thamesmeadnow
@ thamesmeadLDN
www.thamesmeadnow.org.uk

